
Overview
Country, City: Republic of Latvia, Riga
Sector:  Education

Customer’s Profile:
The Art Academy of Latvia (hereinafter – LMA) is 
a university type higher educational institution 
which offers studies in bachelor’s, master’s and 
doctor’s study programmes in five departments 
serving 14 art sub-sectors

Situation:
The teachers, students and graduates of the 
Art Academy of Latvia did not have a unified 
e-mail system corresponding with the academy’s 
brand and design, therefore communication 
and information exchange to LMA students 
and graduates was troublesome. It was not 
possible to store study materials or homeworks 
performed online. For storing and delivering 
to the teachers of individual works, which are 
considered as an important part of the study 
process, unsecured data carriers and FTP servers 
not belonging to the academy were used

Solution:
With the help of a special informative 
campaign, Microsoft Live@edu solution has 
been introduced, creating e-mail addresses for 
more than 840 students, graduates, teaching 
personnel and LMA employees. Additionally, 
Live Messenger, Windows Live Spaces, calendar, 
and Microsoft Office Live Workspace use, as well 
as access to one’s Live@edu account via mobile 
phone have been ensured

Benefits:
The system provides convenient, simple and • 
efficient environment for storing, exchange, 
sharing and communication of information 
among all parties involved;
e-mail domain corresponding with LMA’s • 
brand and the visual design of the service;
free participation in the programme and • 
hosting;
free support for junk e-mail screening;• 
technical support to the programme’s IT • 
personnel;
high system security.• 

Introducing information and communication 
technologies in the study process: the Art 
Academy of Latvia implements Microsoft 
Live@edu to simplify communication among 
students, teachers and graduates.

Microsoft Live@edu
Customer Solution Case Study

Microsoft Live@edu is a free electronic communications 
system suitable for every educational institution brand, 
and ensures its users with simple and easy online 
interactions and information exchange via unified format 
e-mails and additional options – calendar, option to save 
contacts, storing and sharing information, as well as the 
choice of other services.

Situation
The Art Academy of Latvia (LMA) is 
a university type higher educational 
institution which offers studies in five 
departments serving 14 sub-sectors: 
painting, graphic art drawing, textile 
art, sculpture, ceramic art, glass art, 
fashion, functional design, metal design, 
environment art, visual combination, 
scenography,  history and theory of visual 
art and culture, as well as restoration 
science. The teachers belong to certain 
departments corresponding to the 
sub-sectors, and these departments 
are managed by elected academy’s 
professors – creative, active artists and 
scientists of art. 
Initially, the LMA’s employees used unified 
latent.lv domain, later – lma.lv domain 
or both e-mail addresses in parallel. 
Students and teachers for communication 
used individually chosen e-mail addresses 
or e-mail systems created for each 
department separately. 
Taking into account the specific field of 
activity of the academy, a significant part 
of the study process is formed by creation 

of individual projects. LMA’s students do 
not have access to the academy’s FTP 
server or other possibility to store large 
data amounts at the academy, thus, 
delivering of works and communication 
among students and teachers take place 
using hard discs, flash memories, CDs, FTP 
servers or other insecure data carriers.

Solution
In April 2008, after an initiative by 
Microsoft Latvia, the Art Academy of 
Latvia became the first higher education 
institution in Latvia which introduced 
Microsoft Live@edu communication 
and cooperation solution for students, 
graduates, teachers and employees. It 
includes the creation of a unified e-mail 
system, choosing epasts.lma.lv as domain, 
as well as Live Messenger, Windows Live 
Spaces, calendar, Microsoft Office Live 
Workspace and access to one’s Live@edu 
account via mobile phone.



Already in the beginning of 2008, 
preparations for the implementation 
of the project started – creation of 
databases and accounts for LMA’s 
students and personnel, so than already 
in April, with the support of an extensive 
informative and media supported 
campaign, a unified e-mail system for 
graduates of 2007, students, teachers and 
employees could be introduced, in total 
involving more than 840 people.

“With Live@edu we wanted to find a 
way of communicating with students and 
graduates to inform them about planned 
exhibitions, scholarships, shows, joint 
meetings and social events,” says Laura 
Ozola, LMA’s Project and Development 
Department Manager.

In addition to the visually adjusted 
Windows Live Hotmail e-mail with 
several gigabits (GB) mailbox and 
10 megabits attachment option, for the 
improvement of communication and 
cooperation, calendar with reminders, 
tasks and joint meeting planning option 
and other options were introduced.

Windows Live Messenger instant 
messaging options and discussions in a 
group with the option of sharing photos;

Windows Live SkyDrive option to store 
25 GB information online with access 
from any computer, as well as to share 
this information with other students or 
teachers;

Windows Live Spaces option to create 
a personalised space with blogs, photo 
galleries, friends’ network for information 
exchange and discussions, also linked to 
information stored at SkyDrive;

“Students are using Windows Live Spaces 
to create interactive portfolio for their 
work. The most active students write 
blogs,” says Gita Straustiņa, Associate 
Professor of the LMA’s Functional Design 
Department and Design Innovations and 
Technology Laboratory Manager.

Shortly afterwards, using of Microsoft 
Office Live Workspace online storing, 
access and sharing tool started, 
which allows storing more than 
1,000 documents. The document sites 
can be protected with a password which 
allows controlling the access of other 
users. Microsoft Office Live Workspace 
provides the LMA’s students with the 
opportunity of making the digital storage 

for their works, communication with 
teachers, as well as cooperation in group 
projects more secure and easier.

Results
During the implementation of the project, 
more than 840 LMA’s students, graduates 
of 2007, teachers and employees have 
voluntarily joined the Live@edu system. 

“I am using my epasts.lma.lv e-mail on 
everyday basis since it has a very good 
protection against junk e-mails (spams) 
and viruses. In the Design Department, 
we have created a data base for each 
year, separating them by sub-sectors and 
groups, which allows convenient and 
simple sending of topical information 
to each separate group,” says Gita 
Straustiņa, Associate Professor of the 
LMA’s Functional Design Department 
and Design Innovations and Technology 
Laboratory Manager.

The informative campaign Liec aiz auss 
savējo e-pastu (Keep your e-mail in 
mind), which was organised by LMA’s 
Design Department in cooperation with 
Microsoft Latvia, has supported the 
successful implementation of the project.

“Opportunities offered by Live@edu 
programme well reflect LMA’s values 
with which the new artists are trying 
to introduce themselves to today’s 
society: dynamics, topicality, interactivity, 
communication and searching for 
innovation. With this step, the Art 
Academy of Latvia has showed that it is 
open to new technologies and is not afraid 
to progress along with the time,” at the 
speech of implementation campaign said 
Aleksejs Naumovs, academy’s principal.

In autumn 2009, at LMA, new accounts 
were created for students who just 
started studies in this educational 
institution. 

“Design Department’s students are 
possibly the most active users of Live@edu 
tools, since, unlike Painting Department’s 
or, for instance, Sculptural Department’s 
students who spend most of their 
time at practical work with materials, 
design students use computer as a tool 
in everyday study process”, says Gita 
Straustiņa, Associate Professor of the 
LMA’s Functional Design Department 
and Design Innovations and Technology 
Laboratory Manager.



“LMA is the first educational institution 
in the Baltic States which has fully 
joined the programme Live@edu. In the 
whole world, more than 7 million people 
have received their accounts in the 
programme Live@edu. Now, the LMA’s 
students, teachers and employees are 
among them. I am pleased that artists 
appreciate the possibilities offered by 
modern technologies. This indeed is an 
important day when art and technologies 
speak one language,” said Microsoft Latvia 
education and culture account manager 
Lina Dzene.

LMA’s students, graduates, teachers and 
employees can at any time join the users 
of Live@edu by registering in LMA’s 
website, section Mans LMA e-pasts. In 
2010, training is planned for all interested 
persons for more efficient use of Live@edu 
options.

On Microsoft® Live@edu     
Live@edu is a flexible platform that offers 
adjusted e-mail system to educational 
institutions, at the same time relieving 
the institutions of its maintenance and 
visual solution costs. The e-mails system 
is complemented with a number of online 
Internet applications – calendar, Windows 
Live Messenger, Windows Live SkyDrive, 
Windows Live Spaces, Microsoft Office Live 
Workspace. This progressive and easy to 
use system ensures the parties involved 
with e-mail access and extensions also via 
mobile phone.

Free hosting and adaption to the 
educational institution’s unified 
design is ensured by Microsoft reliable 
infrastructure which is regularly reviewed 
and upgraded. Live@edu is integrated in 
the educational institution’s existing IT 
infrastructure allowing the information 
technologies team to use the advantages 
offered by international company’s 
services to offer the pupils and teachers 
modern and innovative solutions for 
improved communication and study 
process. Live@edu offers the opportunity 
to maintain regular and lasting 
communication and cooperation with the 
educational institution’s graduates.

For More Information
Additional information on
Microsoft Live@edu solution:
http://www.microsoft.com/liveatedu/

Additional information on the Art Academy 
of Latvia:
http://www.lma.lv

This case study is solely for informative purposes. Microsoft 
Latvia and Microsoft Corporation undertake no direct, indirect 
or statutory guarantees in relation with the information 
provided in this document. 
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